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Marx' s mature writings, on any reasonable view of the date at which he attained theoretical maturity " . 4 2.
Let us briefly see what thi s view of hi storical materialism co mes to. The economy , as eve ryo ne knows, is fo r Marx the ce ntre of class societies . Historical materialism , as well as the Jabour theory of value, affo rd us an acco unt of what thi s comes to. As Co hen reads Marx and reconstructs hi storical materialism, the producti ve forces of a society are di stinct from its economic structure. The economic stru cture is the ensemble of its relations of production . "Transformations of eco nomic structures" are , as Co hen puts it , ··responses to developments within th e productive forces" (292) . It is an essenti al histo1ical materialist claim that " producti on relati ons refl ect the c haracter of productive forces" and, in turn , in refl ecting that c haracter, have a " c haracter which makes a certain type of stru cture propitiou s for further development" (292). It is here, of co urse, where Cohe n' s reliance on functional explanations is manifest. The underlying claim of hi storical materialism, as Cohen constru es it, is that within the modes of production the productive forces broadly determine the production rel ations in whole hi storical epochs. On Cohen' s account we have a technological hi storical materialism: producti ve fo rces determine (or at least strongly condition) relations of production (" relations of ownership by perso ns of productive forces or persons or relations presupposing such relations of ownership") and these in turn determine (o r strongly condition) the superstructure, i.e. , th e se t of non-economi c institutions such as the State and the legal system whose c haracter is explained by the nature of the eco nomic structure (2 16) . The productive forces, which on this account are the most fundamental dynamic of social c hange, are a di stin ctiv e kind of materi al substratum below the eco nomic base (the ensemble of the relations of production) . It is thi s mate ri al substratum that brings about changes in th e economi c stru cture of societies: the motor of social c hange is what is used in production to make things, the fac ilities for making mate rial good s and the fac ilities necessary to mee t the physical demand s of the productive processes . It is these things whi ch are the mate ri al substratum of any society a nd it is these things (the various productiv e force s of the va ri ous societies) whi ch are the genuinely mate ri al foundation of the society whose productive force s th ey are, whil e the eco nomi c structure (a set of social relations) , as distinct from th ese processes , is taken by Co hen to be equiv alent to what has been called "the base" in Mar xist literature. But this material substratum is even more fund ame ntal th an "the base" (the eco nomic structure), for it is c hanges in it which bring abo ut stru ctural changes in the base; that is to say, these productive powers (forces) determine (or strongly condition) the direction of change in or of the base. But in turn the base is said to determine (or strongly condition) the superstructure, i.e. , those noneconomic institutions , such as the State and the legal system , whose character is explained by the nature of the economic structure .
Cohen argues, using his conception offunctional e xpl anation , that the production relations are as they are because they enable human productive power (the productive force s) to expand and the superstructures are as they are because they consolidate and protect the economic structures that match them. Superstructures hold foundation s (bases) together and production relations control the development of productive forces. Basic changes take place in the economic system in order to facilitiate the development of the productive force s and central changes take place in the superstructure (the political and legal institutions) in order to facil itate changes in the base (the economic structure) .
Such a formulation is an "old-fashioned" technological historical materialism; eschewing "structural causality" , it attempts coherently to account for, on the one hand, the claim that the development of the productive forces is the driving force of hi story and, on the other hand, the twin claims that bases require (need) superstructures and that relations of production effect productive force s . Cohen attempts to show how a historical materialist can claim this without either adopting a unilinear fundamentalist one-way deterministic conception of historical materialism or adopting a dialectical interactionist model in which there is a zig-zag two way determination, without any primacy claims , between the economic foundation (the modes of production) and the superstructure. The unilinear conception seems plainly false and the dialectical interactionist conception, aside from being opaque, is miles away from any technological orientation. Its adoption would, in effect, eviscerate historical materialism of the content that made it a significant, though possible false, theory of epochal social change.
We have before us, though without its nuance and subtlety, the skeleton of Cohen' s account of what has come to be called (though not by Cohen) the technological determinist view of hi storical materialism. Before we turn to a critical examination of thi s account, let me close thi s section by citing Cohen' s own succinct summary of hi s view of hi storical materialism. It will perspicaciously fix for us the core of the reconstruction of hi storical materialism we shall examine.
In Marx' s theory , as 1 present it , history is the growth of human productive powe r, and economic structures (sets of production relations) rise and fall according as the y enable or impede that growth . Alongside a society" s economic structure there e xists a superstructure, of non-production relations , notably legal and political ones. The superstructure typically consolidates and maintains the existing economic structure , and has the character it does because of the function s it fulfill s. Historical materialism' s central claims are that (I) the level of development of the productive force s in a society exp lains the nature of its economic structure, and (2) its economic stru c ture ex pl ain s th e na ture of its s upe rstructure . I ta ke (I) a nd (2) to be ./i111ctio11a l explanat ions, because I canno t otherwi se reco ncile them with two furth e r Marxia n th eses, na mely that (3) th e eco no mi c stru c ture of a soc ie ty is respo nsible for the development of its producti ve fo rces, and (4) the supe rs truc ture of a socie ty is respo nsible for the stability of its economic s tru c ture. <3) a nd (4 ) e ntai l that th e eco nomi c stru c ture has the func tio n of developing the producti ve forces, an d the supe rstructure th e fun cti o n of stabilizing th e eco nomic struc ture. These claims do not by rh em sell'l'S entai l tha t econo mic struc tures and supe rstruc tures are explained by th e stated fu nc tio ns: x ma y be fun ctio nal for y even though it is false that x exi sts becau se it is function al fo r y . But (3) and (4), in co11j1111 ctio11 1Vith ( I ) and (2) do force us to treat hi storical ma te ria li st ex pl ana ti on as funct ional. No othe r treatment prese rves consiste ncy be twee n the ex pl ana tory primacy of the productive fo rces over the economic struc ture and th e mass ive co ntrol of the latte r ove rthe former, o r between the explanatory primacy of th e econo mi c stru c ture ove r th e s ubstructure a nd the latte r's regu lation of the forme r.' / 3.
Central to Cohen' s reco nstruction of hi storical materialism is what'he call s the primacy th esis and that thesis in turn presupposes another fundamental thesis, th e development thesis . Cohen defend s both as core beliefs of Marx and as beliefs whic h are true and important . Th e development th esis is the claim that " the productive force s tend to develop throughout hi story" and the primacy thesis is the claim that '' the nature of the production relations of a society is explained by the level of development of its productive forces" (134). Cohen acknowledges t hat class struggl e is often the immediate explanation of social transformation s, but, he argues, it is not the fundamental explanation of epochal social change (140) . "Capitalism develops when and because the bourgeo usie prevails agai nst pre-bourgeois ruling classes, and soc ialism begi ns to be built whe n and because the proletariat defeats the bourgeousie. But why does the successful class succeed? Marx.finds th e answer in the character qf' the producti ve forces . ... The class which rules through a period, or emerges triumphant after epochal co nflict, is the class best suited , most able and di s posed to preside over the development of the productiv e force s at the given time" (149). What ex plains, what brings about and s ustains class militancy and makes class conflict overt , is the state of the productive forces: "the ex hau stion of the productive creativity of the old order, the availability of enough productivity to install the new" (150). The funct ion of revolutionary social change is to unlock productive forces whose developme nt has been impeded.
Why does the primacy th esis require th e del'elopmen t thesis'? The primacy th esis is a uni versal th esis applying to all hi storical epochs and in making thi s uni versal cla im , it s peaks of the levels of development of t he productiv e forces, th ereby, in its very fo rm ulation , showi ng that it 324 Dialogue · presupposes that they are developing. It is also the case that "a given level of productive power is compatible only with a certain type or certain types of economic structure" (158). If Xis a slave society , then X cannot be a society of computer technology. But in simply pointing out that certain productive forces make impossible certain production relations, we do not get the asymmetry that th e prima cy thesis requires. All the above considerations show is that the constraint between forces and relations is symmetrical. "If high technology rules out slavery , then slavery rules out high technology. Something mu st be added to a mutual constraint to establish the primacy of the forces (138).
If the development thesis is accepted, and if it is true, we have an argument for a necessary asymmetry. And, given the factors of constraint, we can, from the development th esis , argue to th e primacy thesis. If a given level of the force s is compatible only with certain types of production relations, then, with the development of the forces (the assumption of the development thesis), there mu st come a time, given the plausible assumption of a lag resulting from a resistance to extensive changes in the production relations, when the old relations are no longer compatible with the changed forces. It is their very changing that is the primary cause of their incompatibility and it is thi s change which triggers the change in the relations of production . What makes the incompatibility is the developed productive force: a relation which suited (matched with) an old productive force no longer s uits (matches with) the new productive force. The cause of the dysfunction is explained by the altered, indeed developed, productive force which is no longer compatible with the production relations in the society in question . The reaso n why we can expect that to continue, alternating with periods of dovetailed mutual suitability, throughout the course of hi story , is that the productive forces tend to develop throughout history. But that, of course, just is the development thesis.
It should now be evident that the development thesis is central to such a conception of historical materialism. But why should we accept the development thesis? Some of Cohen's critics, including even some of hi s Marxist critics, think it is false .u We will try to sort out what is centrally at iss ue here.
The development thesis asserts a universal tendency for productive forces to develop throughout history, though s uch a claim does not entail that forces never decline or always develop, but it does assert that "it is of the nature of force s to develop" (135). Marx, as we have seen , sees history as " the development of human power": these forces are s uch that they must everywhere and at all times tend to develop (148). Why m11st thi s be so? Or, so as not to beg any questions, is it so? Cohen does not claim to have a conclusive argument for th e de velopm ent th esis, but he hopes he has an argument that has some substance (151 ). The conclusion he wants to get is, of course , " th at the productive forc es have a systematic tend ency to develop" (150). In sketching his argument , he utilizes two premises which appeal to what he calls " two permanent facts of human nature" and another premise which appeal s to a "fact about the situation hum an beings face in hi story " (150). What are th ese allegedly permanent facts of human nature? The first is that " men a re , in a res pect to be specified , somewhat rational" and the second is that " men possess intelligence of a kind and degree which enabl es them to improve their situation" (152). The relevant respect in which me n are rational is that human beings (statistically normal human beings ?) everywhere, e ve rywh en will , when they " know how to satisfy the compelling wants they have", be disposed " to seize and employ the means of satisfaction of those wants" (152). There can be no serious doubt, Cohen asserts, that men are " rational to some extent in this respect" (1 52).
He thinks these two fact s about human nature , together with a fact about our hi storical situation , provide us with a good , though still inconclusive , argument for th e developm ent th esis . The alleged fact about our hi storical situation is this : " The historical situation of men is one of sca rcity " (1 52). Wh at he means by our situation " being one of scarcity" is that, given our wants and " the character of external nature ", we still cannot satisfy our wants unless we spend the better part of our time and energy doing something we would rather not do , namely engaging " in labour which is not e xperienced as an end in itself" (152). It is becau se of this feature of our situation that Cohen says we live in a condition of scarcity. (This, note, is a rather specialized use of "scarcity ". ) Where our situation is a situation of scarcity , unass isted nature does not cater well to our needs. Nonetheless we have enough intelligence to know how to alter our environments sufficiently to satisfy our compelling wants and , being in that respect rational, we are di sposed to take the necessary means to satisfy those wants. Moreover, we possess sufficient intelligence to be able to reflect on what we are doing and to " di scern superior ways of doing it" (153).
Thi s argument has been much resisted . 7 Cohen notes himself that it has two gaps (153). Human beings have an interest not only in overcoming scarcity and maximizing their material advantage , they also have an interest in certain " cultural and social possessions" which may be so deep th at answering to them is worth a considerable sacrifice "in the calculus of human welfare " (153). This being so , it is not so clear that huma n rationality is such th at all rational human beings will in all cultural circumstances tend to opt for the development of productive force s over their other competing interests. What reason requires here may be deeply contested. Moreover, and independent of that last claim , it is "not evident that societies are disposed to bring about what rationality would lead men to choose. There is some shadow between what reason suggests and what society does" (153).
Cohen will argue in arguing for the primacy th esis that there is " a rough correspondence of interests between ruling classes and humanity at large'', but he is very aware that, to avoid going in a rather small circle, he must not at this juncture in his defense of hi storical materialism invoke that claim. He needs the de velopment thesis to establish the primacy thesis, so in establishing the de velopment th esis he mu st not appeal to the primacy thesis. But the above claim is a coroll ary of the primacy thesis and to appeal to it here would be tantamount to appealing to the primacy thesis. So we are left, on Cohen' s own showing, with two gaps in the argument for the development thesis.
Cohen believes, however, that the fact that the argument for th e development thesis is incomplete is importantly mitigated by the actual record of history, which, in his judgment, supports the development thesis. Surprisingly enough, he says that the fact about the record of history which is crucial here is the fact "that societies rarely replace a given set of productive forces by an inferior one" (153). However, even if the "exceptions to this broad generalization are of no theoretical consequence" and the putative fact is a fact, it will not have the import that Cohen attributes to it. That productive forces rarely move backwards does not at all show or give us reason to believe that they always have a tendency to move forward. What it does at least suggest is that people are sufficiently rational for it to be the case that they usually can recognize it when they have a good thing going for them and that they will tend to try to keep that thing going for them ; but that does not show, what Cohen needs to show, namely that always and everywhere people (normal members of different cultures) will , as at least a significant number of them do in capitalist societies , have Faustian drives to greater and better things , e.g., a disposition to develop their existing productive forces. (I do not, of course , absurd ly say that all people in capitalist societies have that drive in anything like the same degree.)
We do not, in querying Cohen' s claim here, need to deny that "productive forces are frequently replaced by betterones" (153). But there is inertia in human society as well and not infrequently the productive forces stand still, as in Asiatic-mode-of-production societies , and sometimes, as we shall see, they even go backwards . Cohen acknowledges that inertia but he still does not give sufficient weight to epochal standstill phenomena: the extensive epochal stagnation of many societies. The fact that a people's extant productive force s are frequently replaced by better productive force s and the fact that there is inertia , does not Historical Materialism 327 show, or even tend to show, that there is a universal tendency for the forces of production to develop.
Cohen himself recognizes that the fact that (s) [the productive forces often move forward] is an entailment of (a) ' [the productive forces have developed throughout history J does not show that (s) is the same as (a) (the productive forces tend to develop throughout history]; but, what Cohen does not advert to, is that, though (s) is an entailment of(a)', it is also not the same as (a)', for it could be true , and indeed probably is true, that productive forces frequently move forward in history without it being the case, as it probably is not the case, that they have developed throughout hi story. That is to say , (s) could be true while (a) ' could be fal se . From the truth of(s) we can get to neither (a)' no r (a). But (a) is th e / development thesis .
What seems to be the case is that Co hen has not shown that the hi storical record confirms the development th esis. However, perhaps the historical record , together with hi s admittedly inconclusive argument, is sufficient to make a persuasive argument for the development thesis? Recall what the core of Cohen's claim is. It is not that "history as a whole" is an " unbroken development of the productive forces ... " (155). That kind of development is something which " is peculiar to capitalist society". What he is predicating throughout hi story is "a perennial tendency to productive progress arising out of rationality and intelligence in the context of the inclemency of nature" (155).
Some of Cohen's acutest critics have thought him mistaken about this . 8 In trying to assess the case Cohen makes here, we need to recognize that his argument from rationality is central for him. As we have noted, Cohen believes that the fal sehood of the development thesis would "offend human rationality" (153). I think his argument here fails. We can , and I believe should , accept his two claims about human nature and his proposition about what he calls scarcity. Indeed , but for the fact that some social scientists, including some Marxists , have denied them, I would take these three propositions to be empirical truisms , but not, for all of that, untrue . But, I shall argue, the acceptance of these three premises will not enable us to es tablish (I mean this even in the weak sense of "establish" that Cohen opts for) th e development th esis.
Normal human beings in all societies at all times have the ability, to " refashion their e nvironments to suit themselves" and they can and do transmit culture. But they do not always and everywhere , "when knowledge provides the opportunity of expanding productive power", take it. But Cohen, of course, would say that it isn't necessary that they always take it but that they always tend to take it. But it is not evident that all normal people under normal conditions even tend to take it. The hi storical record , as I shall seek to show in a moment , goes against 8 See references in footnote 6.
Cohen here . This, some might say, may show that these peoples (whole cultures) who do not take thi s option are irrational. But we mu st tred carefully, for it is, to put it mildly, a problematic business to say that most members of a society are irrational or that during a certain epoch most people were irrational.
If we don't say that , the most that we can say is that in conditions of scarcity (an almost invariable condition) people tend to use the knowledge and brains they have to develop their productive powers to better satisfy this compelling need and that this, whether they clearly recognize it or not, is the rational thing to do. But is this really what reason dictates in all circumstances of scarcity? People have many interests, many compelling needs , and people, as members of different classes with quite unequal access to power, not infrequently have different interests, and these interests do not always run in tandem. Sometimes the interests of some people, or perhaps even of whole cultures, are not in the development of the productive force s. Moreover, in making this point , we need not deny that human beings, by and large, have a propensity for rational behaviour: they will, that is, have some understanding of what their compelling needs are and how to satisfy them and they will , ceterus paribus, be disposed to employ what they regard as the most efficient means for doing so. But they will in important ways have different conceptions of what their needs are and of what weighting to give to their various needs when they conflict. As Cohen acknowledges, other needs than that of expanding their productive powers and in this way improving their material life may seem more imperative to some peoples in certain cultural situations. Not all rational people, that is not all people with a good sense of their options and a reasonable awareness of what their needs are, will, in certain circumstances, give such pride of place to the development of the productive force s. Labour power can serve many needs and, while there are needs which are panhuman, there is also a considerable hi storical and cultural variation in needs and , even more evidently, the weight given to various needs varies over cultural and historical space and time and between individual s .
From primitive communism to the socialism and eventually to the communism arising out of the contradictions of capitalism , what, according to Cohen, triggers and sustains the development of human hi story is the pervasive desire on the part of people for an increase in productivity defined specifically in ma teria l terms. But he has not shown that that desire is all that pervasive and dominant and he has not shown that people act irrationally or at least with impaired rationality if they do not in all circumstances give such material interests s uch pride of place.
However historical record does show is something more definitive. And , when we see what that is , it has been argued, we will see that it does not back up Cohen's claim about the development thesis. To see what is involved here consider the following: suppose for a Jong time , that is, say, for a century or two or more , there is stagnation or regression rather than a development of the productive forces, and suppose further that the situation was not an abnormal one , such as might result from a series of cataclysmic natural catastrophies such as prolonged droughts that killed three quarters of a society's population , then th e dev elopment thesis would be di sconfirmed. But it is things like that the historical record shows. It is what happened with the collapse of the Roman Empire, what obtained through the span of the Inca Empire, obtained for the aborigines in Australia, the native peoples of New Guinea, for China of the Ming and Ch 'ing dynasties and generally in Eastern Europe from the late Middle Ages to the beginning of the eighteenth century. In both China and Eastern Europe of the above specified periods, there was not only stagnation but there was actual regression after an earlier growth. The Incas, to take another example, in spite of their far flung empire and intricate political control, did little to develop their productive forces from what they were in pre-lnca times. And, though the aboriginal peoples of Australia, through very early contacts with agricultural people, learned about agriculture, they did not adopt it. The aridity of some of Australia made it suboptimal in parts of Australia, but in many places in Australia it would have been to the inhabitant's clear advantage. Still, though they had the know-how, the need and the opportunity, the more developed productive force s were not adopted.
Given such wide spread and extensive stagnation and even occasional regression , it looks at least as if the development thesis has been disconfirmed.9
Cohen discusses only the case of the decline of the Roman Empire and admits, with his characteristic candour, that this case does count against th e development thesis , particularly if Rome' s decline was not just due to the barbarian invasion but to " internal" causes as well (156) (157) . But Rome , as we have seen , is not just an isolated case. It is difficult to suppress the suspicion that Cohen is unwittingly ethnocentrically extrapolating a global tendency from a phenomena that is distinctive of capitalist societies: societies where there indeed has been an enormous development in the productive forces and where this development is catered for by both its base and superstructure . But it may be a mistake to attribute this tendency to world history.
4.
Cohen, however, wants to state historical materialism in such a way that it affords us a theory of social evolution and an account, for all of history, of epochal social change. He needs the development thesis to do this but it appears at least as if the development thesis has been disconfirmed. It looks like it does not square with the historical record. What seems at least to be the case is that there is no true general law to the effect that rational people tend to opt for the growth of productive force s no matter what the socio-economic formation s in which they are placed. What is true of the capitalist era has not been shown to be true throughout history. We--or so the above considerations seem to force us to conclude-appear not to be justified in believing that throughout history there is a staircase pattern of the growth of productive forces which connects all social epochs and all periods into such a staircase of growth.
Yet there does seem to be something like world or global history and it is, as well, crucial to realize that historical materialism is about epochs in world history in which, or so the claim goes , the whole process of world history, the very march of human history , to use another metaphor, is such that while still allowing us to conceive of history as having some kind of unity, it also sanctions our speaking of one epoch of world history ending, say, the ancient oriental epoch with its Asiastic mode of production, and a new hi storical epoch , the anc ient slave owning epoch , with its distinctive mode or production, beginning. (By an "epoch" is meant here a period of history defined by the prevalence of some particular, and indeed characteristic state of things .) We have something called history as a whole with its various success ive stages . There is a way of viewing history as a global system or a world system in which we do not see history as simply a heterogenous collection of the acts of different women and men in quite different societies at different times and places, but al so see it as a hi story of humankind and human society, which, along with its diversity , al so has the essential unity of a naturalhi storical process in which there is the development and succession of socio-economic form ations.
1t might be well to vi ew Marx , and Cohen's reconstruction of Mar x, as an attempt to discov er the inner dynamic of that dev elopment a nd succession of socio-economic form ations .
Socio-economic formations , 1 should add , are stages in th e de velopment of huma n society . lt is a theory-laden description to talk in te rm s of such stages or even in terms of human society. Someone might say that in reality there are just different concrete specific societi es. Human society is just a reification: the dream of a s pirit seer and talk of the essential unity ofa natural-historical process is just a bad metaphor. But recall that certain anthropologi sts have even thought of " tribe " as a reification . "Society" , it is well to point out in this connection, gets used in several different ways . Sometimes it is used to refer to one more or less distinct cultural and /or political unit: " Danish society", " Quebec society ", " Athenian society" , " American society", " Nuer society " , "Venetian society" and the like . However, alternatively , sometimes Historical Materialism 331 "society" is used to designate a type of society-one of the socioeconomic formations with its distinctive mode of production-as in "slave owning society", " feudal society", "capitalist society", "socialist society" and the like. But "society" is also used in a still different way. And it is that use that I want to fasten on here. What I refer to is this : sometimes "society", as in " human society", is used to designate all cultural and politicaJ units past, present and (perhaps) even future as well , in a way similar to how "human" ranges over all men, women, children and infants, past, present and future. It is in this sense that we speak of "human society as a whole" and referring now to all existing cultural and political units past and present, we can speak of the hi story of humankind as a whole . 10 Historians, who are also historical materialists, do not see global hi story as a endless flow of events devoid of any kind of order, but see it as a unitary process with a development and succession of socioeconomic formation s, the di stinctive succession and development of which, as the hi story of humankind as a whole, is an empirical law-like necess ity , similar to the way in which a healthy acorn, barring certain external influences, will grow into an oak tree. There is , on such an account, n stages of the history of humankind at large (as a whole) . Historical materialists will, within limits, disagree aboutjust how many stages there are and what these stages are. Perhaps the most plausible filling in is a six stage epochal development. lt is, as are all Marxist accounts, an evolutionary account of the long and often painful development of human society in a progressive manner by a replacement of one type of society by another higher type. In this manner we can speak of the evolution of human society. (This sense of "evolutionary" does not , of course, stand opposed to " revolutionary". It has nothing to do with "evolutionary socialism" a la Bernstein.) It is not a multilineal dev elopment but a conception in which the diverse histories of various societies, and types of society (e .g., feudal society), are seen as a " unitary process of the evolution of human society , subject to one single set of regularities''. 11 The six stages I have in mind, each fixed by a distinctive mode of production , are : (I) primitive pre-class communist societies, (2) ancient Asiatic mode of production societies , (3) ancient slave-owning societies, (4) feudaJ societies, (5) capitaJist societies, and (6) socialist and eventually communist societies . The claim is not, as it is often thought to be , that each discrete society, barring externalities, which may destroy it , will sooner or later go through all six stages as a healthy acorn, by stages, will grow into an oak tree. To claim that for all concrete societies is absurd. Many specific societies are stagnated and will never go through all these stages . There is with them at least no endogenous development of the productive forces. Some societies , like many in highland New Guinea or in the heart of the Amazon , are, or were, until dragged into the twentieth century by powerful developed societies, still at the first stage of development. They will never have an Asiatic mode of production, be feudal societies or probably even capitalist societies.
Different societies do not all go through identical stages of socioeconomic formation. The stages of development (perhaps the favoured one should be the six stages I just mentioned) are stages of development of socio-economic formations. They should be applied to the history of human society taken as a single whole and not , analogously to the acorn-to-oaktree-case, to the development of individual societies (like individual acorns) .
The development of the history of humankind as a whole might be likened to a series of runners running a relay with a torch to be carried on to some destination . As the torch is passed on by the runners, so the metaphorical torch of leadership of the most developed productive force s and modes of production is passed on from one stage of society to another in the development of human history as a whole.
How does this apply to th e development thesis? Th e development thesis asserts a universal tendency for productive forces to develop throughout the history. It is a specification of Marx' s reading of the history of humankind as a perennial tendency , seen in global terms, to productive progress through the development of productive power. The development thesis is seen by Cohen, and by his critics, as applying, at least in the first instance , to concrete societies as embodiments of types of society . And, as we have seen, so understood , it appears at least to be false. There has been, that is, considerable disconfirming evidence brought against it. The reason I have gone on about the development of the unity of the history of humankind as a whole , and about talk of human society as distinct from talk of concrete societies, is that it seems to me possible, and indeed desirable, to apply the development th esis to the history of humankind as a whole and not to all concrete societies. If this is so, then Cohen would be freed from having to claim that everywhere , everywhen the productive forces tend to develop. He could be understood as claiming instead that human society is such that there is a universal tendency throughout the history of human society for the forces of production to develop and that this tendency manifests itself for some, though not for all societies, at particular times and at particular places, in such a manner that they have a tendency to develop their productive forces and that, throughout human history , this tendency has continued to manifest itself. Where this tendency becomes more than a tendency and there is a spectacular distinctively new development in the productive force s, we can correctly speak of the torch of leadership for the course of history passing into that society's hands.
I have no idea whether Cohen would accept such an employment of the development thesis. Read in this manner we should take the development th esis as applying to the course of human history as a whole and only contingently, in the manner characterized above, to specific societies . In this way we avoid the standard objections to the development thesis .
5.
Some will argue we only avoid those objections to fall prey to others. The conceptions " human history" and " the history of human society as a single whole" a re , my remarks about reification to the contrary not-/ withstanding , reifications of a very suspect metaphysical sort, perhaps committing one to some form of Platonic reali sm with its utterly metaphysical theory of universals .
12 But such a reali sm about universal s is certainly not the sort of thing that ought to be admitted into the ontology of a scientific world pers pective (if a scientific world perspective needs an ontology at all) or into a genuinely scientific theory, for s uch metaphy sical co nstruc tions do not answer to any genuine social realiti es.
Such an objection is understandable , but still , I believe , very suspect , for it could as readily be applied to traditional periodicization of history into ancient , mediev al and modern , to talk of Nation , State or Tribe , to talk of particular societies such as the Arapesh, the Nuer, the French or the Swedes . All of these, for the same reasons, could be called reifications. Unless we retreat to a logical atom ism or methodological individualism , both thoroughly di scredited , we mu st rest content with such '' reifications" (if th a t is what they are) though we should also resist such a characterization or (pace Gellner) any claim that such conceptualizations commit us to a ny me taphys ical doctrine about universals or indeed to any philosophical account of unive rsals at all. Historical materialism can , a nd s hould , s imply re main agno stic here.
A more substanti al objection to such a reading of th e developm ent th l's is is a Popperian o ne. We can be confident that acorns generate oak trees because we have, o r can come readily to ha ve, numerous exampl es, in varied circ umstances, of suc h a development. But "human hi story as a whole" like " the unive rse" is not some thing of which we have a lo t of instances . They are not as numero us as bl ackbe rries or acorns. Yet, on a classical Marxist acco unt , from primitive pre-class co mmunism to communism , there should be endoge no usly generated in world hi sto ry, t hrough the various stages marked by distinctive socioecono mi c formation s, with their distinctive productive forces functi oning as the motor of hi story , an inexorable unfolding of hi sto ry eventu ally 12 E rnest Ge llne r . "A Ru ssia n Mar xist Phi losophy of Hi story ". in Sm·iet and Wl:'stl:'m A 11throp11 f11Ry, ed. E rnest Gc llnc r (New York: Co lumbia Un ive rsity Press, 1980), 60-63. leading to a communist classless world society rooted in vast social wealth. This generation of world society in the history of humankind is analogous to the way the acorn develops into the oak. It is certainly natural to think that the Popperian criticism is very much to the point here. If we only possess one instance, as we do with the history of humanity as a whole, how can we possibly be in anything like a well based position to claim that we have a law of development here? We need, it is plausible to believe, many instances to be confident in making any such generalization, but equally plainly, that is just what we do not and cannot have here, dealing, as we are, with this single and unique development.
When the development thesis was treated as applying to concrete societies or even to types of societies, we had a basis for such a generalization in a way that is roughly analogous to the acorn case. But here we do not have anything like that. By making the development thesis apply to history or a whole we have deprived it of any scientific value and indeed to try to make generalizations about the empirically necessary course of history is to make claims which could not have any warranted assertability. It is, that is, an empirical claim without empirical warrant. The central issue is not whether the development thesis could not have the form of a law-like statement but of whether it could possibly be tested for its probable truth or falsity, so that it could be warrantedly asserted. 13 To this, it can be and has been replied, that a developmental law-claim "may entail a number of predictions about the occurrence of events at various stages in the unique process that it purports to explain''."' Thus, even when the development thesis is about how productive forces will tend to develop throughout history, that very thesis could generate predictions about how particular capitalist productive forces or feudal productive forces would develop in determinate types of circumstance and thus, there could be a confirmation or disconfirmation of socioeconomic formation relative laws and, indirectly, and always tentatively, that would provide either some confirmation for or dis confirmation of a non-socio-economic formation relative law of development even when applied to a unique process, e.g., the development of world history as a whole. The fact that we are "forever confined to the observation of one unique process does not mean that we are forever confined to one unique observation" .
15 Moreover, the development thesis, on either reading, is not what Popper calls an ''absolute trend''. Even when it is applied to history as a whole, it depends on certain conditions obtaining. If the atmosphere radically altered or some horri- Historical Materialism 335 ble thermo-nuclear war occurred, it could very well be a different ball game altogether, even, in some instances, over the long run. What we should conclude from this Popperian objection to the reading I am now giving to the development thesis is that there very well might be good reasons to doubt whether the development thesis is in fact true even though there are no methodological or logical reasons to reject it as inherently unscientific or something that could not reasonably be expected to be true or even, to any reasonable degree, something to be confirmed or disconfirmed.
Some of the crucial empirical issues are brought out in a very interesting exchange between the British social anthropologist Ernest Gellner and a distinguished Russian anthropologist Yu. I. Semenov.
16 There is still a lot more to be clarified and more to be said about what it is reasonable to expect here in the way of confirmation/disconfirmation and what the upshot of this would be on the overall assessment of the likely truth of historical materialism. But, I think, enough has been said to put in doubt the claim that historical materialism must be false because either t/ze development thesis has been disconfirmed or is, read in the way I have read it, a metaphysical claim.
6.
It is only a necessary condition for the truth of Cohen's account of historical materialism that the development thesis be true. His primacy thesis must also be true. So let us now assume, for the sake of continuing the argument, and what is not implausible in any event, the truth of the development thesis, on which tlze primacy thesis depends, and see what can be said for and against the primacy thesis itself.
Cohen's direct argument for the primacy thesis is remarkably brief: only a page and a half in a book of well over. three hundred pages (138-139). But much indirect argument for it came before in his arguments about "such generalities as human rationality and intelligence, and the facts of scarcity". These considerations, deployed much as he has deployed them in his argument for the development thesis, are essential background for his defence of the primacy thesis and, if they are accepted, they will, Cohen believes, be crucial elements in establishing the truth of the primacy thesis.
The primacy thesis maintains that the "nature of the production relations of a society is explained by the level of development of its productive forces" (158). Production relations that come into being and persist for a time do so because they are the relations necessary for the optimal development of the existing productive forces. But, at this juncture, we need to ask the following question: assuming that the 16 Gellner, "A Russian Marxist", and Semenov, . See also Ernest Gellner, "The Soviet and the Savage", Current Anthropology 16/1 (December 1975), 595-601.
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336 Dialogue productive forces are disposed to develop (th e development th es is) why should we further believe that the level of development of these forces explains the production relations of a society? We might start by remarking that we can observe that c hanges-changes beyond a certain threshold-in the productive forces will bring about changes in production relations and we can make predictions and retrodictions on the basis of some socio-economic-formation-relative generalizations we make on the basis of these observations. Moreover, it is evident enough that, for any given level you like, a given level of productive power is not compatible with just any kind of economic structure. We cannot say exactly what the threshold will be, but there will always be a threshold. Productive forces, for example, that include computer technology are not compatible with the production relations of a slave owning society. Cohen's reason for claiming they are not compatible is that there would be a successful revolt because of the degree of their education and their general cultural level, something they could not be without because it is needed forthem to work the technology. Their awareness rooted in their cultural accomplishments would lead them to revolt and, unlike Spartacus, to revolt successfully against their slave status. And, when we take the prim.acy th esis with th e d evelopment th esis, such noncompatibility does not give us a sy mmetrical mutual constraint (high technology ruling out slavery and slavery ruling out high technology); it gives us instead an asymmetry rooted in th e d evelopment thes is with the changes in productive forces producing changes in the production relations which in turn produce changes in the superstructure. What establishes the primacy of the productive forces is the incompatibility of the forces and the relations plus the truth of th e development th es is . Given that productive forces tend to develop and that certain production relations are not compatible with certain levels of productive power , then we can correctly predict that sooner or late r (we cannot in ge neral be precise about the threshold) the production relations (economic structures) will have to change so that they will come to suit the changed productive forces. Moreover, since throughout the whole of history such productive changes will always tend to go on somewhere (blockages to productive progress, whatever their longevity , being impermanent) , then, where they go on developing, changes in production relations will also occur, when these tendencies, as somewhere they will, are actualized to a sufficient extent. If, au contra ire, the production relations on some world wide scale permanently block or fetter the productive forces, or force them to regress (to become less developed) over any epoch, then there would plainly be a blocking of the tendency of the productive forces to develop throughout history , but that implies the falsity of the development th es is . But, if we have established the truth of th e developm ent th esis, then , given the sometimes incompatibility of the forces and relations, we have established th e prima cy tir es is.
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Suppose we ask: why mu st there be this incompatibility, so that the relations have to change? Or even, given thi s incompatibility, why must this res ult in a change in relations? How can we be sure that there always must be a threshold such that any further changes in productive forces have to result in a change in the production relations? Why exactly cannot slaves come to work in factories as skilled workers operating systems of computer technology? Or why cannot proletarians, given certain prior relationships of power , continue to sell their labour power on the market, even after the productive forces are much more socialized than they are now and require for their operation on the part of the workers a far more developed knowledge base? How can we be so sure, as Marx is, and as Cohen is, that when the relations have become fetters shackling the op timal development of the forces, that we must then reach a point where these fetters will be broken? Why must there come a point in society where, given its productive power, things will, relative to that productive power , eventually come to operate optimally?
Cohen says, consistently with his argument for th e development thes is, that their fettering foretells their doom "because it is irrational to persist with them given the price of lost opportunity to further inroads against scarcity " (159). "l tis", as Cohen puts it, "because the capitalist system forbids' all rational improvement beyond a certain point' that it is destined to go under" (159-160).
However, for Cohen, in the transition from capitalism to socialism, the transition-the going under of capitalism-occurs not because the productive forces are actually constrained or fettered. Rather the transition occurs because of the fact that the productive forces of a given type of society (a socio-economic formation characteri stic of bourgeois society) are not being as rationally deployed as they could be to meet the wants and needs of the great masses of people. (ls that a way of saying they are being fettered?) Given those needs of those people· and the technological potential of those productive forces, those productive forces are being used suboptimally and this would not obtain with a socialist organization of society . But why , given (a) the vast ideological reso urces of advanced capitalist societies (the consciousness industry and all that) , and (b) their awesome technological means of supervision , control and oppression, must this irrationality-this suboptimal use of productive power-be perceived as such by the great masses of people who bear the worst brunt of such supervision , control and oppression? And, even ifit is so perceived , can we be so co nfident that the proletariat will risk their necks to achieve a change to an optimal use? And why should we so confidently expect that these fettered productive force s will continue to develop in such a circumstance, such that they will be the central causal mechanism for bringing about social production relations? We can , of cou rse, be confident that sooner or later any produc-tive force or any set of production relations will change, but Cohen is not just asserting, with his primacy th esis, that commonplace. While accepting and indeed requiring two way causation between forces and relations for his functional reading of the dialectic of hi story , he still wants the principal causal thrust for epochal social change to come from the developing productive forces. It is they , Cohen claims, which decisiv ely make things happen to those production relations which no longer suit them. But that productive forces will change does not entail that they will develop or that they will be the main engines of social change or that they will develop in a determinate upward spiral direction such that because of them certain socio-economic formations will inevitably , for a considerable stretch of a certain epoch, find themselves stably dominant. Cohen sets out to establish that primacy thesis. It is indeed central to his account, central to classical historical materialism and Marxism and to its scientific account of society. Cohen has freed it from the various charges of incoherence by such people as H . B. Acton and J. B.
Plamenatz. But, achieving coherence or even plausability is one thing; achieving truth is another. He has achieved the former two things, but his defense of Marx's theory of history has not been sufficiently strong to make the case for historical materialism' s approximate truth. Indeed we can reasonably continue to hope that something like it is true , for, if it, or some rational reconstruction of it , after all, turns out, as it could, to be an approximately true conception of things, it would provide a rational grounding for a powerful conception of human progress and emancipation. We have learned in our time, and not without reason, to be extremely wary and indeed even cynical about such conceptions. (Contrast Cohen here with hi s former teacher Isaiah Berlin.) But for someone who cares about the possibility of our having a life together in a truly human society-it is difficult not to hope , be he a Cohen or a Berlin, that human liberation is possible. One might fear , as Berlin does, that what is being held out as "liberation" is not such and one might be very skeptical indeed about the prospects for such a liberation. It is not unreasonable to doubt whether it is possible for more than a few people. But these things are different matters than that of hoping for human liberation: the achievement of a truly human society. Though she might be very skeptical indeed about its likelihood, a caring person would hope, or at least wish, for a more general liberation. It is, of course, easy to sneer at such a conception of liberation as being somehow "religious". But, it is, that notwithstanding , a hope that Cohen's careful and sustained analysis and reconstruction of Marx' s historical materialism has rendered not unreasonable, though , as I have tried to show , the grounds for skepticism also remain as powerful constraints , making a pessimism of the intellect and an optimism of the will a compelling way of ordering one's being.
